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Editorials This Week
Taxpayer speaks out
on how ·educators abuse
public money.
See Editorials page 3
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Wa,nt to know the history
of Valentines Day?

3 for 4; UM-St. Louis athletes
top the GPA ratings.

See Features page 5
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Events Begin for Black History Month

SLAM DUNK!

by Diana Davis
Current news reporter

Photo: Dirk Fletcher
G rant Mc.C al I drearl}s of the NBA on an empty court at the Mark Twain Gym. McCall is the son of
Nancy Shields, assistant dean of the Evening College.

Judge Clyde S. Cahill's keynote
speech was interrupted by an outburst
of applause last Monday night when
hesaid, "We African-Americans need
to be proud of our heritage because
we are, if anyone is, great!"
Speaking befpre a near-capacity
crowd in the UM-St. Louis JC Penney
auditorium to kick off AfricanAmerican History month, Cahill said
the African-American people were
living in a time such as Dickens described in The Tale ofTwo Cities: "It
was the best of times, it was the worst
of times."
Cahill said the "worst of times"
applies to the problems occurring in
the inner cities. "Because of a dwindling tax base, our schools do not
have enough money; because of the
'thdra al ff
WI
w 0 ederal fu nds,adequate
housing is scarce; because of the lack
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UMSL Police Look for Suspect
UM..st. I:.ouis police are looking
for a man who grabbed a woman on
the breast and fled Jan. 29.
Police Chief John Pickens said
the 18-year-old woman was waiting
to get on the elevator at the Research
Wing when the man came up from
behind and grabbed her. There were
no witnesses to the incident but the
woman was able to give police a description of the suspect

A 19-year-old man was arrested
by UM-St. Louis police in connection
with receiving stolen property.
Pickens said the suspect was observed by a police officer Jan. 30,
walking with a car radio on University Drive. The officer asked for a
student ID and ran a check on the
radio. The .ID had been stolen.
Warrants were issued for felony
stealing. Police said the radio, valued

Gay Politician Says Health
Care Is Main·Concern
by Bhavana Hingorani

SL LQuis City.
A woman was punched in the face
by an acquaintance when she amved
for class Feb. 4, police said. A former
UM-St. Louis student was waiting for
her in Clark Hall and hit her in the
mouth after a brief exchange of words.
Pickens said when the suspect is apprehended, warrants will be applied
for and he will be charged with third
degree assault
Pickens said anyone on campus
who notices anything suspicious or
knows of any information that could
lead to solving any crimes should
contact the police station.

mination thal is their herilage. He said
when he was in school, history books
did not tell about the contributions his
people had made, and there is a need
to put those facts into American his-

tory books.
"Anyone whose ances tors had
built the pyramids, led the armies up
and over the Alps, planned great cities, discovered the secret of life-saving blood transfusions, or stayed alive
through the underground railroads had
nothing to be ashamed of, and furthermore, had reason to be proud,"
Cahill said, as his speech was interrupted again by applause.
The torch shone brightly for the
immigrants from Europe, yet blflCks
came to America in chains and were
forced to do labor so that others could
thrive and prosper. In spite of it all,
African-Americans have endured and
have been conscientious and loyal
citizens serving in American homes,
fields, factories and in the battlefields
of wars, he said. The African-American people are beginning to appreci-

ate their heritage and are beginning to
acknowledge with pride their fine
achievements. They have established
themselves as scientists, educators,
lawyers, architects, doctors and
chemists.
"We, too, have lived and fought
and died for America. Weare Americans!" Cahill said. It is still a challenge for African-Americans to demand to be treated as human beings
and to realize that their contributions
to this country are as great as those of
any nation in the world , brought a
standing ovation for Cahill.
The Adventist Chorale added to
the celebration by singing "It is Finished," "I've Been Buked," and "We
Shall Behold Him." Lauren Thomas
Griggs was the featured soloist.

See JUDGE, page 4

Essence Editor Visits UMSL

L ack Of Business
Closes Marillac Cafe

of The Current staff

"I am an open gay man," said Tim
Cusick, politician and former UM-SL
Louis student, said.
Cusick is contesting for a niche in
the Missouri House of Represen~
tives in · the forthcoming elections.
Although people look at him "differently," because of his sexual preferences, he has no problem with his
"difference." He is fonhright and
admits his gay affiliation with some
degree ofpride. Butheis notaltogether
happy about how people think of him.
"They perceille of me as a gay
candidate; not a candidate who happens to be gay," Cusick said.
Cusick is concerned with many
issues that are plaguing the 64th
District, which includes the Central
West End. He said health care is the
biggest issue for the people who live.
in his district, most of whom are senior citizens. Cusick .is concerned
about how. they will pay for their
hospitalization and nursing homes.
Cusick blames the the drugs and crime
problems on the slow progress in the
development of some parts of the
city. He plans to rectify that. He is
also interested in tunnelling his energy
into the environmental issues such as
"whether or not the milk we are drink ~
ing has got experimental drugs that
are being u~ on cows, our inhaling
of secondary smoke and the radon in
our homes."
He said he likes the idea of "mandatory recycling" so Americans can
decrease the amount of trash going in
the already overfilled dumping
grounds.

at over $ 150, was stolen from a car in

pant."
A family cannot exist on the support provided by part-time jobs with
no health insurance benefits and
minimum-wage salaries. the judge
said. He also cited the disintegration
of the family and child mothers as
adding to societies problems; yet the
African-American people hav e
struggled against all of these evils of
society.
Cahill said that it was good for
blacks to know the story of their ancestors so they could appreciate the
special courage, strength and deter-

GREATNESS: Judge Clyde Cahill presents words of encouragement
to standing room only at UM-St. Louis .
.

by Matt Forsythe
Current news reporter
Fornier UM-St. Louis Student

Tim Cusick speakS to a group at
the Women's Center

Cusick has set up a team of delegates to voice his proposal in the
Legislature. He has proposed on a
number of issues such as a woman's '
right to abortion, health care and insurance. He said, "One of the things
Missouri can do is to help pay for the
individual's private insurance," in
cases of AIDS. He wants health care
workers to volunteer themselves to be
tested for the AIDS virus.
Cusick argues that the federal
government has the money to support
unemployed workers, especially during the time of recession. He said the
federal government puts some money
aside, "so that when jobs are gone,
they can reorient these people to different types of jobs". The program is
called "Reentry Programs for Adults."
He also said he likes the idea of
the Metro Link Transit System. According to him, the city needs the
mass transit system to survive.
Cusick is the founder of the OM·
St. Louis Lesbian and Gay Campus
Organization (LGCO). He wants
people to understand that he is "a
candidate who has the vested interests
of ~ the residents of the 64th DistriCL"

The closing of the South Campus Cafeteria and the opening of
the Flamingo Room has drawn both
praise and criticism from students
and faculty on campus.
Bob Schmalfeld, director of the
university center, said the reason
the cafeteria closed down on Jan.
24 was lack of revenue generated.
"There was not enough business to justify keeping it open,"
Schmalfeld said.
Dan Bowersox, president of the
American Optometry Student Association, said the closing of the
cafeteria is another case of administrators ignoring the South Campus.
"His a classic example of South
Campus being the ugly stepsister
campus," he said.
''The Flamingo Room is really
nice, but I would like to have some
hot food. I like having hot soup or
sandwich available," Kris Lytton,
a senior in the School of Elementary Education, said. "It is a big
inconvenience for me to have to go
to North Campus to get something
hot to eat."
But another student, Tom

Zirbas, said cafeteria food is "expensive."
"Most people on campus eat
from vending machines anyway.
. You can still get salad and sandwiches, and . ou can get most of
those at the cafeteria," Zirbas, a
secondary education major said.
Profits from campus vending
machines went to the Flamingo
Room.
.
"I can't say it's a substitute for
the cafeteria, but it is well-used by
faculty and staff," Gloria Schultz,
director of business and management services, said.
The room that the South Campus Cafeteria was in will be turned
into classroom studios for the Art
Department.
The departinent is moving because most of its space in the Blue
Metal Building is being taken over
by the new engineering program.
Angelo Puricelli. as.sociate dean
for the School of Continuing Education, said. "We're out of space.
The Cafeteria is missed. but we
needed the space for academic
purposes."
Employees who worked in the
cafeteria are now working at the
North Campus Cafeteria.

IN"'P IR A
Photo: Michelle Lawson
~. . .TION:Sus~n.Taylor, editor-in-chief of Essence magazine,
challanges older Afnclan-Amercians to be role mod els for youths.

by Mimi Buckner
of The Current staff
"America has never devised a
positive plan · for upliftrnent of our
people. What has moved us forward
is our own passion and commitment"
Susan L. Taylor, the editor-U;chief of Essence, a widely-known
magazine for African-American
women, said people should take the
time to think critically and more analytically for the enhancement of their
people.
Taylor's speech on Wednesday
was sponsored by the Associated
Black Collegians (A.B.C.), and was
part of Black History Month.
Taylor writes acolwnn in Essence
called, "In The Spirit" in which she
expresses her different views and
opinions that reach approximately
900,000 readers monthly.
"I come to talk, but most important of all, to listen," Taylor said to a

standing room only audience. "I get
my Ideas and inspiration from listen·
ing to the people who subscribe to the
magazine."
During her speech, Taylor dis·
cussed her recent trip to Ghana a
country in West Africa, where ~he
saw castle dungeons where slaves
where k~pt before they were shipped
to Amel'lca;
.. Analyzing our past helps us to
understand our present, and-give us
det~~in!ti~n and courage to keep
movmg lorward. We are the most
affluent and educated people of African decent in the world," Taylor said.
Taylor said her c hallenge is for
every member of socielY to reach out
to oneblal;lc youth everyday. She said
we have a responsibility to intern our
youth into ad ult!lOod , without exploiting them.

SeeIAYLOR, page 4
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HELP \VANTE»
Spring Break to FlocidaBeoches Fun
in the Sun. 4JRm. prices. Daytona
$129. Panama City $119. Kitch,
Wtrfrt &Trans available. Call
Palrickat 644-2483 or CM! at 1-800423-5264.

NronInly ~ IDl Wea 1-2 bcdroon
ap!ItllCds. Beattiful rak like setting.
Central Airs (cia). Carport,IGarage.
Mini Blinds, Storage $100 Security
Deposit Kohner Properties.
$325 - $365 call 381-1719

Share 3-bedrcan I:nJse, central. airJbea.
firepIa:e, W&'iJIdry, driveway IJlddng,
_ yard, full kidlen (dishwa<lher), sttage awilahIe. 00 lease, rr.ar UMSL in
goOOneighlx:ftnxl,mU'llike<klgs.$2001
moodl+splitutilities.. CallRobertCl'QJdf

[
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.

Advanced ~ roxient in adult & (J: Get the job you WlUlt by brushing up OIl
cbiId clini:al ~00I0gY must have ex- busine5s etiquette and manners. For
perieoce in diagOO'!tic ~ test- . individual and small group counseling,
ing Wlmted kJ 00 psyc1OOgicaJ. testing fer call 863-0622, 5:30 PM. to 10:00 P.M.

.--

,

'

NO GIMMICRS EXTRA INCOME NOWI

~

ENVELOP£ STUffING - $600 .. $600 evE!()' wecIr; ..

Free Details: SASE 10
Brooulnlen>aHllIIII, Inc.
P. ~. B(Il(680605:. OIIando,Fl~

_.

Apartment: $285
1 Bedroom, 2 Room Effici£ncy, new appliances,
new carpet, somefurnished. 6month or 1 year/ease. $285$295. ·OR· a 2 Bedroom,,1 Bath apartment: $315-$350.

CRUISE LINES NOW HIRING - Students needed! Earn
$2,000+/month & W orld
travel (Hawaii. Mexico. the
Caribbean). Cruise staff. Gift
Shop. Tour Guides. Waiter/
Waitress, etc ... Holiday, Summer and Career Employment
available. No experience necessary. Call 1-206-545-4548
ext. C256.
Part - Time Job: 15-20 hrs.!
wk. stocking and setting up
office machine s . C all 3897020. ext. 33.

3 Minutes From Campus

381 8797
•

.

fREE
2 ROLLS

FOR SALE

3Smm Film

J\ilISCELLANEOlIS
What's k political JBtY a k future?

Denxx:nt? RqUfum? SocialNI...aIxx'?
~ Whig? Let us
koowl Can in IDl ta1kl WGNU ~)
Pm1v Line .. 6A.M -Midnite .. Moo. -Fri.

Prohibitioo?

MACE • •• JUST IN CASE!

I

"Are you interested in participating
in
a
cooed
personalgrowth group? The
UM-St. Louis Counseling Service is offering a counseling
group on Thursdays, 2:30-4:00.
February 13 - April 30. Enrollment limited to 6-8 participants. Call 553-5711."

I
PockefIPursa Size
1
$15.00 IN!
I
I
2 or more $14.00 81
I
$2.50 ShIpping Colt $
I
(ad $.25 for each additional unll) I
TOTAl ORDER $ _ _
I
I
I NAME
Mal { to:
I () I}I)() R'I'l JN I '1'1 ES
I ~:ESS
Apll
MONE.YS WORTH I
P.O.
Box I 194
I STATE
ZIp
ST.PETERS, MO
I r
I Telephone (
.
63376 I
NEED EXTRA INCOME .,
L __ __ .!:,HECK OR MONEY ORDER ONlY..:..:: NO COO::J.. _
-..1,

I~-ThIs ~
a1IItIe8 you 10 came to The QmJtltand WIle as many
- -----------------~
• 8D1aIas you' IItIe hean desIr8s, tor a wf1oAlI~ $5.00 8 SIDIy. I.
adssoIs
castHn nowtl
L ____So_get_ OUI
_ the
___
_ and
_________
•
c:: No Expiration Date ~
•
~

OPEN 7 DA YS A WEEK

831·2325

59 Florissant Oaks ShoppIng Center

Expi res 5-31-92
PAUL MITCHELL· SEBASTIAN · M ATRIX· REOKEN • NEXXUS

2 SESSIONS WITH PURCHASE.&
10 TAN SESSIONS .

$30 •

STYLE

only

\.

10191..k. ~ · o.1aOOo,Fl32818

..............

~--

~

$9 _95

For Free. T o introduc e you, we'll send

Y0U lWO ra lLs Free.
exp l~su re lar irudeSh ~ ,.")r in bright or

Fine grain, rich color, wide
perfecr tor everyday shms.

len\' !ighr-ind0ors ~")r
And you can order prints . slides, or
Nth, From [he !=;lme rnll-\\.·irhour t h~ high cost
of slide fil m! Tr; [hiS remarka ble fil m rod.,," "
'-~urdours .

-

-ME 2"FRiE Roii:'s- - ,

~SEND

I

I

1"_ Ru~h me tWO ZO-("xposure r.Jl ;~;jf vour highly I
I acd3i med 35mm fi lm, one each ~t ==":- ASA and
I t"~\~~~ ~;u~'~h;;1J~s 52.00 for shipping. Llm it:
.
1
.
I flR=-I~\ME
i...... ;'- T S ...ME

I
I
1
I

1"'"<'RES.'

I

I
1un

, HIT

Zlr 25278

1
I

I Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks EllIott B.ly at Pie r S9 I
I
. P.O. Bn. )-I05b Sc, ,, I•. Wi\ Q 121-1056 1
('1- 1 :-or...... (-.1 ,..
F...,..,J....
..10..,..1')0 ... ,.....
r" ...... .
L ~ -~ ...::.:'"=!!!.",!:.:".:.:.II~I!::!. ~~ur.!!:!: =::!:.~.= .J
\1; , ... ~ .

~'"

~~!:~:tio~!~

SCHOLARSHIP MONEY

1 - 8 0 0 -3 4 3 - 5 1 5 1

ested in making $500-$1500 f<Y one
week marketing project right on cam- . ,_

pus. Must be organized and
hardworking. Call Marla at 1(800)
592-2121 ext 112.

'lYjiirig'Semces - Rqxl1s, PBpeIs, etc.
ReaDlabIeRates.Mary-895-3324.

SEI~VICES

Let 0 professionol
wri ter/reseorcher
handl e the drudge
work for you.

o...J.; ..., ~L,..n..:

"Earn as much as 5 - 10 thousand
dollars this summer painting
houses in your hometown. Final
interviews for manager trainees
are being held now! Call 1-8002-MANAGE."

UMSL doctoral candidate with
17 years teaching experience in
ballroom and latin dances (tango,
mambo, rumba, samba, cha cha,
east and west coast swing,
Viennese waltz, English quickstep, paso doble. bolero. etc.)
available for group and individualized instruction, with or without a partner. Reasonable rates.
Call 997-0691.

Need a graphic layout?
If)'OUhavea~dttreaI1yneem

1\2 HOUR FREE

BRIVERA

Workers Compensation

call us ~ 553-5555.

RESEARCH
IfORMAlm
Largest Ubrary of Information in U. S.
19,278 TOPICS, ALL SU&JECTS

iwNrm. 800·351-0222

(Call Michelle

553·5175.)

Or, rush $2.00 10: Research Information

11322 Idaho Ave . ,f2OfrA, Los Angeles, CA 90025

PREP :

Traftic\DWJ • Domestie
Medical Malpractice
Wrongful Death

Call 24 Hours
(3:14) 72:1-2130

With Kaplan
'To Get

Resumes that
really. work

-----1

~II
~II
: MCAT ~.
-----,
: GRE
~III
Kaplan Can
Teach You.
: LSAT

1

----_1
1'----,
IGMAT I

- -- --I
- ____ 1I

1
- - - __ 1

We prepare more studanls for
thase lesls than any other books,
tutors or prep courses combined,
CLASSES ARE FORMING!

STANLEY H. KAIllAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LT D.
The World's Le ~dinl Tesi Prep Org"n i7..lion

i 997·7791

• Affordable prices

r - - - - - - - - - - - - -"," .:
I $20.95 professional resume package
II
•

I

Loverboy, I 1qJe you liked )QUI' late
0lI:istm&<; JI'l'S'll. I enjoy ed giving 10 you.
Just 10 let you krow, yoo're the ~
HawY Valentine's. I lDve Y00. LMrgirl

sbell., row my life is a living bell. How
I Dnire yw in my Ps)dL ~ YCU'

S.ecretarial Services • 895·1304

AM I PREGNANT?
F IND OUT FOR SURE.
• FREE Pregnancy Testing
• Immediate 'results
• Completely confidential

• Call9I walk: in

'725-3150

831-6723

227-5111

950 Francis PI.

3347 N. HWY 67

510 Baxter Rd.

(St. Louis)

(Florissant)

(Ballwin)

24- Hour Phone Service

·1 'm Here'
When ' You Ne ed

Me

,

The right intnxiuction can make all the difference when you're
competing for a job. At Kinko's, we'll help you create a resume
package that introduces you in a professional way.
...._ _....-n.
t Fonnat and design assistance
t Typesetting
• Reproduction on fme
stationery

... .;..--_1

PERSONALS

students receive an additional 10 % off services!

for Ulore information.

7605 Natural Bridge Rd

Ii- _..;. .... _ ....

391-8096

Secretarial Servicesword processing, term papers,
resumes, income taxes, laser
quality, free pick -up and delivery. Great rates. UMSL

Per5Ol'la1 Injury • Criminal

Students, faculty and staff qualify for discounts
of at least 40% on IBM compute", and printe",.
Complete systems, including mouse, monilor,
Wmdows and Word for Wmdows start at $1399.
See Steven Gray in l03D SSB or call 5534109

385-5400'

r-~ - -----

I

QUICK TURNAROUND!

CONSULTATION

• Patient Consulting on the
Correct Use of Prescription Drugs

You Need To

• Do research
• Edit &. odvi se on
popers
• Provide custom
bi b 1i ographi es

Amy. Yoo trd:e my heat like a taco

Relief is just seconds
from campus!
• Computerized Prescription
Drug Interaction

WE Will:

Order Catalog Today wiltl Visa / MC or COD

8:00 am • You bave a mammoth cold.
9:00 am • Algebra Class.
1 0:07 am • Your symptoms are gone!

• Free Delivery

"~

luscious lips, yoor cute little ~ Jclf

FORTUS,
ANDERSON

Rodalfo Rivera (English-Spanish)
35 Years Experience

OVERLOADED?

grQlicstomakethatbigim~ccme
toGmphixF1.~ fer k finishingtlU:h. Or

~.

Sid ney Fortus
Nonnan H. Anderson

~~~~ ~ =~==~~~~~~ ~~~~L
Got A News Tip?

ENn $500. $1 00lMty'~ 81Vebpes. Fa deta1s
•~ $1,00 will SASE 10: OIH Group Inc.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

I - - FR-EE~-1SHAMPOo'HAI~UT
I
I

IIlIt FOR 1991?

Now you can try the J5mm fil m Phowgrl1phi,:
Maga.zine calls [he: best 200 ASA prim film in the
\'(/orld~

r:F=R=-=E=E=---IN-F-OR-M-A-TI-ON-FO-R---'
ST1JDENTS WHO NEED

Professional home typing. Students/Businesses. Reasonable
Rates. Quick, Quality Service.
Hampton/Chippewa area. Donna
832-4925.

Try this Exciting New Film "\,(;'hile (<hi, film) has
sharpneSS and fine grafn comperirit'e u!irh OUteT films
of irs speed, its nutin forte is color r~prodIKtj on .
Nu.:.zn c.;.~ of c.Am ,L1'~ kLl in the prinll ; You can see
:':.: Jifjerence t-.:ru'<:'t'n chen:.' -r-.::ti and !ornJ!(J red ."
Ph otograp hic Magazine

Rx sale: '1fj" Murray M1. Bike, 15 speed, ~ ccntiIim Call 351-1341.

1--------------------,
1

Bermuda HeIghts
7738 Springdale
No rmandy

(314) 576-

,

Financial Aid available immediately! Special grants program.
Every student eligible. No one
turned down. Simple application.
Send name, address and $1 P&H
fee (refundable) to: Student Services, P.O. Box 22-4026, Hollywood, FL 33022.

Heat Included

::

rs;:~.=

.

522-1394
Reporters of News, Sports and
Features wanted for University
newspaper. All reporters are
paid. Call 553-5174 ask for
Tom.

SEI~VICES

Professional resume package includes me page lypeset and saved on disk, 25"
copies on fine stationery, 25 matchingb1ank sheets (for COllet' letters), and 25

.: j~
.... .\

"FMYIa '':'1

The Autotnatic Teller
--:::~

CIRRUS.

Normandy Bank Custom,ers, get your application at the facility in University Center or call us at 383·
5555. If you have your account at another bank,your ATM card can be used a.t the machine In Unlve ....
sity Center if It has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it .

envelopes (110). One coupon per customer at the Kinko's listed. Not valid with
other offers. Good through March 31, 1992.

kinl.~.

• Open 7 days

I 524-7549
I 8434 Florrisant Rd.
t, (3 bloch from campus)

ftv •

. '

ST. LOUIS, MO 63121

the copy cen:ter

• •~~ZM:.t.J~~.rn;."'m·,*'.....;m"IdI!Mm~_ _S

d.~mhmt

7151 NATURAL BRIDGE

383 .. 555.5

Member FDIC'

,
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•

Crime On Its Way
For years, the UM-St. Louis PoliceDepartment has received a
bad raBfrom the students. Commonly heard terms include "RentA-Cop," "UM-St. Louis' Finest" and "The Unconscious Ones."
But what most people don't realize is that the officers who patrol
the campus are certified police officers y.rho could work in any
department. This ~ort of euphemistic attitude is the sort of thing
that is likely to get this campus in a lot of trouble.
Crime is not an immediate concern for many UM-St. Louis
students; but it should be. While crime is not rampant on campus,
it does exist. And it must be handled properly.
North County is the most violent part of the county. St Louis
County's frrstprecinct is the busiest of the four, and UM-St. Louis
is right in the middle of it. And what's to keep that crime from
spreading here? The answer is two-fold: more police and more
student awareness.
With the addition of the Metro-Link, stretching through the
north end of the campus, more people will be on campus. And that
increases the probability of criminal activity.
With the recent budget cuts that seem to lead every discussion
about the university, the police might be on the list That would
be a huge mistake.
Nonnandy, Bel-Ridge, Pine Lawn and Beverly Hills are within
a five-mile radius of campus, and they all contain gangs, violence
and graffiti, which could very easily work its way onto the UMSt. Louis campus.
The crimes reported to the campus police since the beginning of
the semester are just the beginning. And unless the police force is
upgraded, these crimes will pale in comparison to what's to come.
Right now, the police don't even have a holding cell for
prisoners; they are handcuffed to a table.
Budget cuts are the last thing next to bullets that I)eed to be shot
at the police. They have enough to do without having to fight the
administration, too.

Trading Brains For Birds?
Flamingos for education?
Is this the way to treat students? Is it the way to attract new ones?
That's one way the UM-St. Louis administration has decided to
deal with current budget problems strapping the university. The
South Campus cafeteria, the sole on-campus provider of hot food
for many education, optometry and nursing srudents, has been
closed. Instead, those students are forced to either eat off campus
or eat at the Flamingo Room, a "cafeteria" of vending machines
that offer nothing but potato and com chips, candy bars, and
sodas.
The room was completed using funds collected from the vending
machines across the campus.
Part of the function of the now-Flamingo Room was to house
the Bridge Program, an important organization for attracting
future students. But this program was shoved upstairs where it is
very difficult to fmd now.
And why should the students on the South Campus suffer? Why
make them the outcasts? It is true that most students here do not
even know what is on the South Campus. Some don't even know
there is one. But those who study there know it.
Trading flamingos for education is for the birds.
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Dear editor:

Tuition for the University of Missouri System rose approximately 12
percent for the 1991-1992school year.
A proposed 14.6 percent rise in the
system's tuition fees is planned for
the 1992-1993 school year.
Not too subtle of a plan to punish
those who voted no to Proposition B
in November, 1991. "The Missouri
public school system will get taxpayers' money one way or the other"
seems to be the prevailing attitude.
That attitude is displayed by the same
people- state school system officials,
schooldistrictsuperintendents, school
board officials and some Missouri
legislators. They coulcin' t understand
how taxpayers turned down Proposition B at the polls.
On the face of it, it was explained to
these disconcerted few that they had
not explained in detail where the
money was to go and had not explained, even in layman's tenns, how
(by what fonnula) money was to be

apportioned among school districts.
However, an ulterior reason for rejecting Proposition B may have been
more prevalent than realized. Taxpayers who, on the average, already
pay hundreds of dollars per year in
real estate taxes for education (based
on what school district they live in)
are not willing to see any more of their
taxes through general revenue be allocated for what appears to be waste,
abuse and inefficiency.
Cas'e-in-point: two University of
Missouri-Rolla officials bill the university for charges of £3,000 for their
spouses ' attendance at a Hawaiian
conference that put the university in
the red for $30,000.
Case-in-point fights and constant
disruptions are allowed to take place
in a Parkway School District classroom apparently because, after being
approached by a number of the nondisruptive students, the teacher explains, "After all, this is a communication class."
Case-in-point: one school in the

Parkway School District pleaded with asks his students for donations to help
school district parents (voters) to pass defray costs for the guest lecture in- ~
a bond issue to help provide fu nds for eludmg lecture materials.
the continuing repairs of its Heating,
The prevailing attitude put forth
Ventilation and Air Conditioning fro m the ivory tower is that you can
(HV AC) systems. In general, HY AC pay us now or you can pay us later; if
systems are lacking in efficiency when you want your child/ch ildren to reapplied or "added-on" La existin g ceive a quality education in a clean,
structures. The school district failed comfortable, liveable, safe environto provide for the design of a suitable ment. then give us your money.
HV AC system when the school was
LastNovember, the voters' message
still on the drawing boards. Yet, tax- was: if sy tern administrators cannot
payers are expected to pay for the efficiently spend the money that has
continuing repair bills.
been aBoted to you for OUf children's
Case-in-point: atoneofthe Uni ver- education, then you get no more.
sity of Missouri-Columbia's student!
Certainly, educators also pay taxes
parent sessions of the 1989 summer and send their children to Missouri's
orientation the topic of campus secu- public schools; however, it mu st be
rity arose. Non-freshmen studen t awfully uncomfortable for even these
conducting this session basically people to endure the waste ab use and
started and ended the session with one inefficiencies, and subject themselves
interrogatory statement, "are there any to their superiors questionable poliquestions."
cies.
Case in point a UM-Columbia instructor invites a visiting colleague
James H. Keebler
from an out-of-state university at taxpayers cost to give a lecture and then

Students Shouldn't Have To Pay For Athletics
Dear editor:
Wby do we have an athletic department? Now that all state funding
will be cut for it, who do you think
will have to pay?
The students will through the activity fees. While I am generally in
favor of athletic programs to ensure
tbal the univetSity is building both
mind and body, it seems to me that
few people are benefitting at the cost

of the money. Our activity fees are
already too high for a commuter
campus. Granted, some of that money
goes to the bonds on the University
Centex and the Mark Twain Renovation, a sizeable amount goes to support things that very few benefit from
or care about.
The Current and the athletic department are always whining about
the low fan turnout at athletic even~
and bow terrible it is for them. Did

Twentieth Century Person
Says World Is Now Insane
Dear Editor:
Down with !lex, down with sin!
Down with pot and heroin!
Down with }XnIOgrI.phy!
Down with vice, lechery and debauchery!
Down with .filth and depravity!
Down with perversion and vulgarity!
Down with lKmoeexuality!
Put all the pervs in jail!

Bring back the poets and the
Cantomine talesl
Bring back corpon.l punishmentl

Keep on your guard against sin and
degradationl
This is the twentieth century , too much
aggravation!
This is the age of insanityl
What has become of the green. pleasant fields

of Jerusalem?
This is the wonderful world of tech-

nology!

Napalm, hydrogen bombs, biological
watfarel

I'm a twentieth century penon!
But I don't want to be here!
Mrs. OplnJOD

Express Your Opinion!
Write a letter to thf3 editor.
You Will Feel 500000 Much Better!

you ever think that students don't
have the time to go or that students
don't go because it doesn't intezest
them? If the athletics want to compete, why don' t they pay far they

expenses? Because they could never
affordit.Well ... neithez cantherestof
us.
Matt Bisbop

Rush Isn't Beer, Women
Dear editor:

This letter is in re.spo!l-,-~ to a letter
to the editor from Mr. MariA Magas
in the Feb. 3, 1992, issue of The
Current (Sig Tau 's Rush: Get
Screwed, Animal House). We would
like to thaP..k M...r. M...agas for his concern, but we think he has missed the
point. The main purpose of Rush is to
attract attention to your organization
and gain new members. In our opinion, Sigma Tau Garnma~acreative
mix of symbols and pmty themes to
attract attention to ihernselves.
The use of the popular bcc:r labels
simply draws attention to the displays, but does not "promote massive
alcohol consumption." Much like beer
labels, the pany Li)erne "Get Screwed"
also draws 8ltention and curiosity that
will get people interested in their fraternity.

Like advertising, in general, these
devices are merely ploys to aaract
interest and get people (mainly potential TU.J!ht'...es) to attend rush parties.
Mr. Magas' implication that the
members of Sigma Tau Gamma think
women are "objects that fall at the feet
of any frat brother" is ridiculous. As
women who are often around gentlemen, we have never se~, nor heard,
any evidence to support !his accusation. Those members have always
acted with the kind and cowteous
manners that is typical of any fraternity.

Again, we appreciate Mr. Magas'
concerns, but there is notlt~Tlg about
Sigma Tau Gam.l1la that suggests they
OOMve in the prlwitive manner LIw
he i.rnplies.
Tbe Si'!ters Qr Alpba Xi ~1t3
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Campus Crime Report
The following criminal incidents were reported to Campus Police during
the period of Jan. 14·Feb. 5,1992. If readers have information that could
assist police investigations, they are urged to call 553-5155. This information is provided by the UM-St. Louis Police Department as a public service
to promote awareness. Remember, crime prevention is a community
effort!
1·16·92

Taylor from page 1
Taylor also advised students to
take advantage of their education and
time spent in school and get involved
in black school organizations.
"This university ,as well as others,
are just a microcosm of the larger
world out there," she said. "The discipline you learn here is what you will
need outside school.

A staff member left her purse in her desk drawer in 110 Woods Hall. She
left the office at 1:45 p.m.: when she returned at 5:00p.m., $4.00 was
missing from the purse.

"The reason why those of you are
students of the university is because,
not a long time ago, someone petitioned the university to let you in. '
Don't ever forget that," Taylor said.
Some information for this article
was contributed by StephanieHudson,
for The Current.

•

1-21-92

~ran1

A staff member reponed that a vending machine in the Music Building was
vandalized between 7:00 and 8:00 p.m. An inventory of the missing items has
not yet been compiled.
1·22·92

A Normandy Bank employee reported that a stolen check had been presented
for cashing at 11:50 a.m. The check was for the amount of $592 .. Police are
continuing the investigation and do not know the identity of the person.

Judge from page

1

Among the organizations sending representatives to this event were:
The Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts of America, the Defense Mapping
Agency, The Eastern Star, Harmony Grand Chapter, The Masonic Prince
Hall Grand Lodge of Missouri, Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, 100 Black
Men of SL Louis, the SL Louis Postal Services, the UM-St. Louis Gospel
Choir, the UM-St Louis Admissions Office. and !he MaplewoodjRichmond Heights School District.

ower.

1·27-92

A staff member reported that a Motorola two-way radio was stolen from his
office, 135 GSB. The theft occurred Dec. 17 or 18, 1991.
Two cases of toilet paper were stolen from ajanitor's closet in 114 Clark. The
toilet paper was stolen between 6:30 and 8: 15 p.m.

on

1·29·92

At 12:35 p.m., a student reported that while waiting for an elevator on the
second floor of Research Wing, someone reached over her shoulder and
grabbed her breast. Investigation is continuing.
1·30·92

A staff member reported that $124.00 had been stolen from the Center for
Eye Care front desk area. The theft apparently occurred sometime from
Jan. 2 to Jan. 21, between the hours of 8: 15 and 10 a.m.

•

e
•

A man was arrested on University Drive after police discovered that the car
radio he was carrying had been stolen from a car in St. Louis City. A

1·31·92
A leather jacket was stolen from a chair in the front entrance to Mark

Twain Gym. The student had left his jacket unattended from 3:00 to 5:00
p.m.

Here's a way to learn faster and work
smarter without 'putting a lot of cash down.
It's called the Apple Computer Loan.
Right now, qualifying students, parents
oorrowing on behalf of students, and faculty
and staff members with an annual income
of at least $lS'(XX), can purchase an Apple'~
Macintoshe computer system using a specl2l
financing plan set up just for you.
Apply to oorrow from $1,500 to $10,00}
for a Macintosh computer, other Apple
.
prcxiucts---illduding the AppleCar£!
extended service plan, and up to three soft-

If you're a student, you'll be able to defer

prindpal payments for up to 48 months vvtlile
in school, making interest-only payments until
30 days after you graduate or leave school.
Interest rates are surprisingly low, and you can
take up to eight years to repay. *
So stop by today and fill out a loan
application.
Because this is one way to afford a
Macintosh, even if you can't afford
a Macintosh.

ware packages.

Gateway to Careers
St. Louis Area
Colleg iate Job Fair
March 6, 1992
9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Is your grcufuatwn date 6etween
May 1991 ami 5'lugust 199~?
you sfwuU attena tfiis jo6 j'air.

For further information visit
Scott Keymer at the Bookstore
Hours: Mon 10:30 -1:30
Tues2:00 - 3:1:5
Wed 10:30-1:30,5:00-7:00
or call 553-6054

Pre-register at your campus
Career Placement O,ffice

553·50 02
$5 pre-registration
$10 at the door

• The interest rate is the average of the higher of the 3O.Jay or 9O.Jay commercial paper rates as reported in the %11 Street Journa~ plus a spread of 435%. AfterJUlie 30, 1992, the spread may
increase ifprogram costs increase, buJ will not exceed 5.6%; exisIing borrowers would he notified at least 30 days in advance. The loan moy be prepaid at any time Without penally. For the montb 0/
{ktober, 1991, the rate was 10.068%, witb an annual percentage rale 0/ 11.4035%. Tbis rale would resull in monthly paymenlsofSl8.81 for ellery /1,(iOO borrowed. The totalfinance cbargeJor each
sum borrowed would he 144287. Ifyou eleCllo defer principal payments for four years. Ibe APRon your loan will he 110327% 'Klur monlhlv payments dun·ng the defermenl pen·od will he 1828,
and your firsl monlhly paymenl ofpnncipa! and Inlerest WIll he $29.67 per ellery Ium borrowed. Tbe lotal finance charge all every I UJOO you borrow lIlili he 1647.24. The inleresl rale is subjeci
to increase after you h(J1Jereceiued the loan Eocp.applicant pays a $2000 non.refundable applicationJee. Approved bonvwrm will he cba~ged a 4% lrx:n origination lee. Loan applications a/ler
June 30, 1992, may he subj€Cllo a blgber loan ongznallOtI Jee. The loan ongmalron fee WIll he added 10 Ihnequesled loan amoun! and repaid ouer Ibe life of (he loan.
©1991.~pple Computer, lnc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of AjJple Computer,lnc. AppleCare is a registered service mark of Apple Compute~ Inc.
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by Linda F. Jarrett and

wed couples until he was discovered and imprisoned. He then fell
in love with the blind daughter of a jailor, and, on the eve of his
destruction, he plucked a heart-shaped leaf from the window of his
Current features reporters
cell, attached a note to it reading "From Your Valentine," and so
On January 2, you sWear those seven pounds you gained over began the holiday.
Christmas are GOING!! Five go, then comes Super Bowl
In the fourth century, B.C., the Romans engaged in an young
Sunday and here they come again. No sooner than you get the
man's rite of passage to the god Lupercus. The names of teenage
five gone and are working on six, up pops TA DA - Valentine's girls were placed in a box and drawn by the adolescent male, who
was assigned to that girl for a year for various and sundry reasons,
Day!
Of course, neither a dozen red roses nor a nice bottle of wine after which another lottery was staged. Understandably, the
is fattening. And NOTHING from Dr. John's is calorie-laden,
church fathers sought to find a more monogamous god, and St
Valentine fit the bill.
.
should that be your
So, this is why
leaning. However,
chocolates
and
for sheer decasparse, lacy
dence, you can't
(generally itchy)
beat a five-pound
red teddies are
chocolate heart or a
pmchased.
box of Fannie
Everyone has a
May's. And if
fa vori te way to
that's accompanied
spend Valentine's
by a cream-sauced
dinner at The Pas ta
Day (or night).
House, so much the
"A trip to
better.
Ixtapa," would
Had the
make an excellent
Valentine's Day
originator of St
gift, says Cyndi
Valentine's Day
Mahne, a grad
been more discret;1,
student, "so I have
he would have
been hin ting."
li ved longer, and
probably the day
A weekend in
a cabin in the
would have passed
ozarks ," fits
unnoticed.
However, a young
lecturer in English
Judi linville's bill,
bishop in Rome,
"with a fresh trout
A.D. 270, enraged
dinner that I didn't
the mad eniperor
have to catch,
Claudius II, who
clean or cook."
had issued an edict
And one
forbidding
grad student,
marriage. Claudius
wishing to
felt that married
remain anonymen made poor
mous, spoke of
soldiero, so he just
"flying to Las
abolished the
Vegas and getting
institution.
married.
However, Bishop
While for
Valentine secretly

Maureen Svetanics Jacquot

H

Photo: Dirk Fletcher

WILL YOU BE MY VALENTINE? Friends also show their love for one
another on this heartful day.

JUln p ing I n to D a rkness
Russell L. Korando
of The Current staff

My company , A1pha Co. 2nd504th
Airborne Battalion, had just arrived at
Pope Air Force Base when it was
reported that winds on the drop-zone
had reached 18 knots. Winds over 12
knots are considered too hazardous to
jump, but this was a high priority mission so we were going, regardless of
wind speed.
Our operations order read like a
nightmare. Five days in the vast wasteland known as Area J, and four com bat
assaults using live ammunition. This
meant by the time my parachute was
fitted on me, I would have in excess of
200 pounds latched to my 160-pound
frame.
After the jumpmasters completed
a thorough check of our gear, we
waddled to the waiting area about 50
yards behind the C-141 jets.
As we sat smoking cigarettes to
pass the time, there was an incessant
flow of chatter. Icontinuously checked
and re-checked my equipment, making sure nothing was hanging loose
that could cause me to get hung up in
the airplane.
Snags in the airplane result in what
is called a "towed jumper," which is
perhaps every paratrooper's greatest
fear. When 64 men are squeezed and
thrown together at 800 feet, carrying
weapons,ruck-sacks,staticlines ... well,
the chance was always there.
After feeling satisfied that everything was in order, I leaned back and
tried to relax. One of my most vivid
memories ofjumping is the smell ofjet
fuel. Every once in a while, iff m at the
airport or even in trnffic, that aroma
instantly triggers the thought of this
runway.
It was time to load up. One by one,
our sticks arose and shuffled toward
the great green beasts. The lighting
inside was crimson, and as we approached the plane's belly, it gave the
illusion that we were entering Dante's
Hell.
The deafening roar of the turbines,
along with the smell of fuel and the
extra weight, sometimes overcame my

sense of balance. I could only hope the
hamess straps hadn't become twisted.
There were five Air Force crew
members to help us get seated and store
our extra gear.
We always poked fun at their little
jumpsuits and long hair. All they had
to do was pick us up, fly us to the target,
and open the doors. They would fly
right tack to the base, probably just in
'time for Monday Night Football, and
we would be in the great outdoors for a
week. But that's another story.
By the time the plane started taxiing down the runway, most of the horseplay halted. This was the time I could
tell how the people around me were
. really feeling, just by the expressions
on their faces.
There was also a great deal of
bonding between very young men, who
had volunteered for this task. It was
like before the start of a big football
game when you taste the intensity with
a dash of fear thrown in for restrainL
The screeching whine of the C141's four massive engines drowned
out the words of the man next to me as
the plane hurtled off the ground toward
the drop zone. A feeling of "no going
back" shrouded the faces of many once
the plane reached cruising altitude.
Most of the time my fear of jump, ing was quelled by the thought of the
grueling job ahead. I also hoped to land
near a parachute droJH)ff point, so I
wouldn't have to lug it a mile along
with everything else.
"Six minutes," the jumpmaster
shouted, giving us our cue to stand.
This took some real doing, depending
on how much turbulence was involved.
I pushed myself up off the cargo
net seating, teetered a couple of times,
and finally grabbed hold of the anchor
line cable, gaining my balance.
I probably would have never
reached this point if not for the expertly
drilled instructions from the U.S.
Anny's Airbome School. There, I was
given the confidence, through discipline, to keep from locking up in com.
plete fear.
This is also what I believe to be the
biggest advantage for those jumpers
from the military as opposed to the

civilian jump clubs. In a club, you
have to pay a great deal of money, and
then the only training you get is a
couple of hours to become familiar
with a life and death "hobby."
In the Anny we received three
weeks of the toughest physical and
mental trairllng the military had to offer.
There are two key elements a
jumper needs in order to safely pursue
this sport: muscular, flexible legs for
impact, and mental sharpness.
Malfunctions with the equipment
are a reality when you're jumping several times, and you can imagine how
fast one's reactions must be to correct
an error while falling to the ground at
speeds up to 280 miles-per-hour.
"Hook up," was the next command.
I took the fastener and clicked it onto
the anchor line, tugging violently several times to make sure itwasn't going
anywhere.
The two side doors started to open,
sending gusts of cold air through the
caQ,in. It was almost too noisy to understand what the jumpmasterwas saying,
but most of us knew the commands by
heart.
Everyone checked the equipment
on the man in front of him , making sure
one last time there were no loose ends.
Standing in the tunnel before
the big game. The cheers of
the crowd cease thought.
150 mile-pEr-hour winds tear
through the tunnel of the plane,
ripping at the character of
each man's resolve.

The red and green lights that signal
to start jumping are similar to the ones
at a traffic intersection. Red means
stop and green is for go.
"Thirty seconds."Each man was
pressed up against the next, I guess to
create a certain forward momentum. It
wasn't comfonable standing for too
long under so much duress.
"Go!" Slowly I two-stepped for
the door. I watched as my friends got
sucked, one-by-one, into the clouds of
darlmess. Fmally I reached what looked
to be a black pit and hurled myself into
it

I WANNA HOLD YOUR HAND! Body language sometimes can say more than words.

some, ideal Valentire plans occur within the boundaries of 1270.
Cheri Kaufman, a junior majoring in mass communieatiollS,
is one such person. "Flowers and a nice candlelight dinner at
home" is her idea of a perfect Valentine's celebration.
Senior Laura
Eichhorst agrees,
"Dinner at home,
. alone for two," ohe
says, is her
Valentine's Day
wish.
And what about
those whose desires
include chocolate hearts?
Ellie Chapman, writing
certificate coordinator, is one whose
ide a
Valentine's Day most 'definitely
includes, "A box
of Bissinger's chocolates."
And yes, even UM-St Louis has several ulrraromantics going unnoticed. And what do these elite few do for
the special day? (The fact that they don '[ send Garfield
valentines being obvious!)
Senior Matt Oesterle says his ideal Valentine's Day would
include "black-tie dinner and dancing, nice accommodations and
a champagne brunch the next JTKJrning." One note, Oesterle.
requested a hot tub in every room of his nice accommodations.
"A quiet candlelight dinner with white zinfandel, soft jazz
and a bubble bath awaiting (wife included)," says grad student
Sherman Davis, is the !:est way to spend the evening.
Some questioned wished for a day or evening away from
children, "Our kids have been given to a local baby sitler,"
begins senior Stephen Gark. "My wife and I have reservatioos at
a bed-and-breakfast, we enjoy a quiet dinner and relax in an
immeose jacuui" Dining is key, says Gark because, "we
normally can't eat without a screaming child attached to our
legs."
And some at UM-St. Louis have selected their valentines
from afar.
Grad student Lenny Kostecki says the ideal Valentine

Photo: Dirk Fletcher

evening "would include Cindy Crawford." With that possibility
gone, Kostecki says, "I would try a hot air balloon at sunset, a
few srraw!:erries and champagne, and a bonfire back on earth with someone special I suppose."
While a married senior, wishing to remain anonymous, says
her drc<l.m Valentine's Day would definitely include "The guy in
our lobby applying for a job. He was incredible!"
Several on campus had not yet selected their special
Valentine.
One such student is Karen, a senior, who says, "flowers and
sofl-music," fit her romantic mood, while her Valentire "could
even !:e shorL"

Valentine .'s l··.Day
Boosts·Card Sales
.

.

bylinqaF. Jarrett and
Maureen Svetah.iCs JacqlJto
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ColUlllllist ProclaiIns T JL Pyra:mid
Is Eighth Wonder O f The World

by Greg Albers

columnist

moot

By now
of yoo have heard all
alxut!he budgetJIOblems thatplague this
campus. Doe tobudgetcuts,many"extras"
that trnditirnally come with a college educarioo may have to be eliminated, and
tuition is ocheduled to increase 83 p;:m"1lt
QVt2'!he next five years. 'We've got good
news and ted news for ya, kid. The ted
news is we get yoor first-born child. Bm
the goodnewsis we'remakingthiscountty
club even duller than Mcxe!" No thanks.,
I think I'drather go toareal schooL Forget
this ritual parlcing spa.::e hoot bullshit
It appears this ochool has two map

IXOOlems.Ithasnomoney,ooiliea;ajenOC
starrlards may begin to decline; and !he
seeJUM~S,page6 lousy excuse we are offered for s:riallife

sucks,andpromises to get worse. Fearnol,
fellow pursucrs of knowledge and gcxxl
times, I have a plan.
When the suggestions I give today are
implemented, this campus will oc magically transformed into a vibrant, fun univcrsity W'ith money to bum And yes,
some of the suggcstions are even legal
1) Hire out Blanche Touhill to entertainatweddingreceptionsandlxlrmitzvahs
imJ:efSOnating Margaret Thatcher. She
could blow up animal balloons for the
kids, sing folksrogs while passing the hat
aroond.
2) Get Sandy MacLean a part-time
job as a shoe shine boy when the light rail
station opens. Of course, we'll all oc in
nursing homes by the timeconstru::tion is
complete, butitdoe&l' thurt to plan forthe
future.
3) Bill theTILpyramidas'TIeEighth
Wooderofthe World" and charge tourists
$6Oapi~ for t-shirts in the bookstore. Of
course, !he 000kst0re will buy them bock
for $1.25 if someone is unhappy with
them for any reason.
4) Reopen the campus for golfers.
FInancial Aidcanhelp struggling students
by paying $5 an hour plus tips to caddies.
Enterprising students can don wet suits

and retrieve errant shots into Bugg Lake
for po::ket change between classes.
5) The Student Government Association can put on puppet shows and sell
popcorn to the kids. It's practical work
e::q:erience for future politicians, and it ""ill
give them the sense of actually having
done something (Xmstructive.
6) Charge late-aniving students $20
for helicopterridcs from Garage H to their
classes in Benton Hall
7) Al1ra:t national anention and draw
visitors from around the woodby debating
with TedK~1 00 "Nightline" as to why
afinaocially struggling universitycan build
a new building when there is no money to
create classes to put in it
8) Demolish Garage C and sell the
pieces as chunks of the Berlin Wall Just
hope ootxxly carron dates the wreckage
and prooves that it is too old to have been
authentic.
9) End the campus ban on alrohol and
convert the temporary JErking lot near the
hbrary into an outcbor amphitheater for
loud drunken roncerts, riots and Amway
oowentions.
10) Make somelxxiy a millionaire by
creatinga~ andawarding the winner
$1 a year for a million years.
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Oh, I W·sh I Was AI1
Every day at UM-St Louis, thousands of cars, trucks,
vans and other vehicles of every possible type drive through
campus. Last week, a different kind of vehicle could be seen
cruising the streets of North Campus.
A Wienermobile. A Lamborweenie. A Wienebago. It's
a hotdog, car-buns and all.
·
.
.
The vehicle, built on a 1988 Chevrolet van chassis with
a V-6 engine, is one of six Wienermobiles currently touring

the country.
Drivers, or "hotdoggers," Armando Escobedo, 27, and
Jennifer Rahn, 23, tour the West and Midwest in the "car "
doing promotions for Oscar Mayer, owner of the vehicl~,
visiting hospitals, riding in parades and "just having fun."
Escobedo and Rahn were in SL Louis last weekend
doing a promotion with KSHE-9S before returning to Columbia, Mo., to recruit Wienermobile drivers for next year.
The Weinerrnobile, made of fiberglass, stands 10 feet tall, 23 feet long
andeightfeetwide(inc1uding the buns).
It features a gull wing door, microwave
oven, refrigerator, sun roof, steamer,
loudspeaker system, CB radio and a
cellular phone. The operation is based
in Madison, Wisc.

522-1065

Barber Styl~ Shop
Featur ing also B eauty Service
.

JUMPMA STERS, from page 5
First, the power of the jet blast from
the turbine washed me warmly away
from the plane, and assisted in the
opening of my canopy. There was a
violent tug at my crotch as the harness
dug in, stopping my body as the canopy
reached full bloom.
Floating downward into the pitch
can be a scary sensation. There are
troopers floating all around you, creating the danger of becoming entangled
in someone else's line.
After thanking a higher being for
catching me from certain death, I
checked the smoke on the zone to determine the wind direction ,andllooked

THE ROYALS
RUGBY CLUB
~
YOU

Photo: Dirk Fletcher

'Womacl(s

• • •

8452 S. Florissant Rd.
(O ne block north or CYlSL)

We 're a social

Don't wait unlil it's too lale!

organization
looking tor
some competi.
t ive athletes
.t hat are

R, LAND &
SEA XPRESS

nr':II~' c:fed

in

learning
an exciting
new game
,' called • ••

.

Rugby_

• SMALL MOVE ONLY
• NO MINIMUM CHARGE
• PACKED & SHIPPED
WORLDWIDE

Come see us at the
University Center Lobby
Feb. 13, 10:00 a.m. • 2:00 p.m.
Call Brett Haddox at 921-99631 or George
Ataan at 997·1060 for more information.

Call . .. . .. .......... . .... 4 23·0559

• TOURWAY INN· J~
. '22.
• THE REEF • .. to~
- 7nights -

~",!

. .

11th ANNUAL CELEBRATION!
CENTRAL SPRING BREAK ;~nIN':ORMA TlON AND RESER VA TlONS

. nA~If't -800 - 32t-5 9tt .nA~If'

;;

7A M·7PM M·Th . 7AM-5PM Fd. 9AM·5PM '.t . Mounta;n ,tandard T;me

..

Re "ervations may be made by credit card

~

..............~.'+
... "

;;

. , _......1:'1
~

'+

24 HOUR FAX RESERVATIONS (303) 225-1514
·Depending on break datel a nd length of

~tay

......

t.

for the blue light, indicating the checkpoinL
Thanks to the half-moon, I gOlsome
kind of reading as to my height and
prepared to land. At about 200 feet, I
lowered my ruck sack by pulling a pair
of quick releases. The ruck sack fell
smoothly and gave a tug as it came to
the end of its IS-foot cord.
I looked straightaheagon thehori-

zon, closed my feet and knees together,
gave them a little bend, and thought as
lightly as possible.
I hit the hard, sandy surface with a
resounding thud, but managed to miss
my rucksack laying in the dark. I
immediately popped the parachute off
and stood up Lo make a "bone check."
Nothing broken again. That's all I, or
anyone else, could ask for.

BAHIA MAR RESORT
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
SPRING BREAK 119211
Affordable Spring Break Rates
starting at

$11 0.00

!us tax per night

There is not much time left, but you can
still make your reservations at

Bahia Mar Resort and SAVE!

1I11B~~'f~i~lll

·Prlce above Is based on a standard room double occupancy,
Minimum 3 nights stay. Offer expires at mgmt. discretion.

f'J ( '\1!

,Irbll . THE BOATMEN'S '
.,.

."

' NATIONAL BANK

I OF ST. lOUIS

PART-TIME
INPUT
PROCESSORS

Anentioo College SwdentJ I The Boatmen 'I Naliooal Bank of Sl LouiJ is aer.kin& p&rt_
tlme mpUI pmceuon fO( second and third shifu, good bours for full-time atudmts _
8th and Market SUUt location.
' our
Some of the responsibilities will include opening envelopes, verifying Ih~ DCIClial:i1iIy
of checlcs, runrung .a .10-key ad~g machine tape on the cbecl:;1 and batclrin& the work.
PaJd on-the-Job II'auung l.! proVIded. Some ovenime is re.quiroL
Oursecond shift houn are from 3 p.m. - II :30 p.m. and our third &hiftis 10:00 .m. -7:30
8:m. (M~sl schedules m·;lude Fridays and Sundays.) We pay SS.SI per hou/IO-..1hift
diffemllial. plus paid par1ting. .
.
'

If you ~ looking for a part-time position with • dependable Ichedule fixed boun mel
greal pay, Boatmen', is the place for you.
.
'
Send yOOr retumc noting this ad or apply in person to :

The Boatmen's Natlonal Bank or St. Loub
Human Resources Dept.
.
ATIN: PI'IP
1 Boatmen '. Plaza
St. Louis, MO 63101
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W
hat
A
Difference
A
Year
Makes
·91's 22-6 Team Just A Fond Memory For Rivermen
brought to the team had not been replaced.
sports editor
"Our problems are 80 percent from
the neck up, and 20 percent from the
Rewind back to this time last year. neck down," Meckfessel said. "When
The UM-St Louis Rivennen were 16- we get down in a game, I have not seen
4, and they had won 12 of their last 14 any resiliency to bounce back," he said.
games. Team leadership was abunFreshman center Jermaine Morris
dant,.and in Chris Pilz, the Rivermen agreed that the Lincoln travesty was
had arguably one of the finest point when the Rivennen hit rock bottom.
guards the MIAA Conference had ever
"The loss against Lincoln was the
seen.
worst of all because we should have
Now, fast forward all the way to never been in position to lose the game,"
Jan. 29 of this year. The Rivermen are Morris said.
down to one last shot against Lincoln
Morris thought there was plenty of
U., who are the perennial doonnats of positive influence in the team's locker
the MIAA, and Leon Kynard's shot room, as well as the floor.
"Leon and Kevin Sneed are the
bounces off the rim. Lincoln beats the
Rivermen 71-70 for the frrst time since leaders of the team," he said~ "Kevin
1984, and the team falls under .500 to pumps us up in the locker TOQm before
8-9.
the game, and Leon leads by example
Head Coach Rich Meckfessel said with his play on the floor."
Meckfessel seems to think the
he was disappointed only because his
expectations were too lofty coming trouble began at the end of last season.
into the year. He said the intangibles He said the coaches and players had
that Pilz , Kevin Hilland Clarence Ward begun to get complacent with the

by Russell L. Korando

memory of the excellent year. But the
thing that hurt them worst was poor
recmitment
"However you want to look at it, I
have to shoulder a lot of the blame for
this complacency," Meckfessel said.
'''The competition we should have had
at the beginning of October for the
starting lineup never transpired," he
said.
Starting tonight against SIUEdwardsville, the Rivennen .will be
enjoying "Home Sweet Home" for the
next four games. The Rivermen traveled to SIU-E earlier this year, and lost
97 -87. The game will be televised on
a tape-delayed basis by Cencom Cable
tomorrow at 5:30, and Wednesday at
7:00.
Even though they lost the game,
6'2", 200 pound Cory Oliver started to
emerge as the bright spot Oliver has
led the Rivermen in scoring in seven
games, and has been the number one
scorer since the holiday break. Oliver
doesn't mind throwing his 200 pounds

around either, and takes Care of his
board, leading the team with 64 defensive rebounds.
"Cory has been a pleasant surprise," Meckfessel said. "He has
hustled game in and game out, and he
can only get better.'~
The Rivermen know they can 'tget
comfortable because of an extended
home stand because all four teams
have beaten them already this year.
However, winning three out of the
four games realistically keeps them in
Jhe running for a slot in the MIAA
Tournament
"In spite of our bad start, I think if
we get our heads together, we can get
in," Meckfessel said.
Hopefully, the excuses will run
out before the games do. Injuries have
been of no consequence, and there is
too much talent to blow games against
Lincoln. Meckfessel said competition brings out the hunger in coaches .
and players alike. Their about to get all
they can handle.

Ph:>to: Dirk Fletcher
UP AND IN: Senior Barry Graskewicz shows good shooting form
at practice ..

Men's Baseball To Start Season Riverwomen Search For Mental Toughness
"Down In D ixie "
~y

Russell L. Korando

sports editor

Year in and year out, UM-St
Louis baSeball coach Jim Brady has
one of the most respected,
hardworking teams in the MIAA
Conference. Brady has been the
skipper for the Rivermen for the past
six years, and his teams have.captllred
the:MfAA South Division flag twice.
Yet, Brady is only given one full
scholarship a year to compete with
the rest of the conference. Brady's
total of 2.5 full and partial scholarships ranks the Rivermen ninth out of
the ll-team conference in that category.
''1 can recruitwith anyone," Brady

said. '''The athletic department has
done everything in its power to get us
what we need, but if we had the same
number of scholarships as everyone
else, we would dominate the conference," he said.
Brady said the lineup is going to be
smaller this year because of time restrictions on the use of the batting cage.
"Last year we kept a few guys on
because they were hardworking kids,
but they take away valuable time from
the starters," Brady said. "The downside to keeping .a smaller team is the
reality of sore arms or any injury," he
said.
The Rivermen have players that
can thump the baseball, and also have
a solid contingent of pitchers. Brian

Rupp, who plays shortstop, batted
.370 last year, and drove in 41 runs as
a sophomore. Center fielder Donnie
Jolliffnotonly batted .360, but swiped
a team-leading 11 bases as well.
"Donnie and Brian have to come
through at the plate for us," Brady
said. "If either one goes into a slump
we could be in trouble offensively,"
he said.
..
When the game is on the line, the
Rivermen have perhaps the fmest
reliever in the MIAA. Senior
righthander Jim Foley was selected
to the pre-season Division II AllAmerican team by Collegiate Baseball magazine.
The Rivermen head down south
to Dixie to open the season. Starting Feb. 29 they play five games in
. Georgia, and then will wrap up the
road trip with two games in Florida.

Three UM-St.Louis Athletes Go 4.0

Photo: Dirk Fletcher
HANDS OFF: Kim Cooper (right) fends off Danielle LaMette in
practice last week. Cooper has averaged 14.3 points this year.

have a good shot to end the 22-game
streak this year.
"We should give them a good game
if we play the way we have been playMental toughness helps win bas- ing; it would be great for our seniors,"
ketball games. Lately, mental tough- Steinhoff said.
ness is what UM-S t.LouisRiverwomen
Steinhoff, the Riverwomen's allHead Coach Bobbie Morse has been time leading scorer, set another record
preaching to her team, to help them Jan. 29, against Lincoln by scoring 44
prepare better during their three-game points. She was also dynamite from
stretch on the road.
three-point range hitting seven out of
Coming off two impressive home 10. Senior forward Tammy Putnam
victories against Quincy and Lincoln, alsoreachedamilestoneagainstLincoln,
The Riverwomen took their show on becoming the eighth player in school
the road Feb. 1 against the Pittsburg history to amass 1,000 points. Putnam
State Gorillas, and lost 77 to 66. The agreed with Steinhoff in reference to
Riverwomen lost 82-62 to the UM- the "Jennie Jinx."
.Rolla Lady Ivliners on Feb. 5. andwill
"It's defmitelv about time wereturn
play the Central Missouri State Jen- some of the favor," Putnam Satd.
nies Feb. 8.
Coach Morse, however, knows it
"If we are capable of winning on will not be easy beating the Jennies, and
the road and we want it bad enough, she is concerned with the Jennies' 1-2
then we're going to be ready to play," punch.
Morse said. That attitude will definitely
"We have to be very aware of Gina
be important to the Riverwomen, es- Blanks on theoutsideandTracieMorris
pecially when they play Central Mis- on the inside," Morse said.
souri Feb. 8. The Jennies have beaten
Blanks, ajunior guard, is averaging
the Riverwomen 22 straight times 16 points a game and was named player
dating back to the 1974-75 season. of the week in the MIAA two weeks
POOto: Tina Leu
The Jennies, who have dominated the ago. Morri.s, a se.ruor forward, is averMIAA Conference in the past, might aging 20 points agameand 10 rebounds,
DRIVE ON: (From left): Dave Q'Gorman, Daniel Dorsey and Sharon Kampwerth are All-Class.
not be the dynasty they once were.
and is a strong force in the inside.
"I don't know if they have fallen
The Riverwomen' s defense, which
by Alfie M. All
cess 01'\ the time he is able to spend physical therapy. Establishing priori- as much as everyone else has gotten has been inconsistent in the past, will
Current sports reporter
better," Morse said.
studying.
have to be on the top of its game in order
ties is his formula for success at UMUM-St.Louis guard Monica to hold Blanks and Morris at bay. JenWhenever a college athlete comes
"I don't have to work, I'm on a S1. Louis.
Steinhoff believes the Riverwomen nies coach Jon Pye, in his seventh year
tomind,onetrainofthoughtdominates scholarship and I'm lucky for that,"
"First of all, I'm here to go to
perception. They can't compete in the 0' Gorman said. "I feel very fortunate school," Dorsey said. ''I'm a student
/7
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
classroom like on the playing field.
I have the scholarship and that's the first and an athlete second. That's
But, UM-St Louis has its share of main factor, I think. Just for me, not what it comes down to, priorities."
outstanding student-athletes, like having to work is a big thing."
Dorsey is of the opinion that playWINTER
Sharon Kampwerth,DaveO' Gorman
1992
Kampwerth is part of the UM-St. ing soccer has lielped him succeed.
and Daniel Dorsey.
Louis women's volleyball team. She He feel:> that not only is it a nice
These three students-athletes are is an accounting major in her junior diversion but that it forces him to set
CERTS-'nUDENT 4 on 4 COED V<HLEYBAl.L TOURNEY
Jan 21
BASItI!:TBAI.L DAY LJ!'...t\GUE ; rnens. "WOJl1CTlS
.Jan 22
notonly members of the UM-St. Louis year. She feels that her hard work and time aside for studying.
~ DOUBU!:S: ferguson lanes. 6-8w'k league
Jan ' :22
sports. program, but also manage to dedication in both academics and
:BASK:ETIi.AIL NIGffr I...EAGUE: ll1ens. WO!nens
Whatever the factors of success
Jan 22
COED
VOUEYBAlL
~:
students.
fae/staff
maintain perfect G'p.As. All three sports are the main causes of her suc- these student-athletes feel work for
Jan 29
SC!-DCK 3: .... S .IJASKE"l'B"A TOl..TRN:EY: :iUens. -v..oocnens
Fd> - 4
.
intend to graduate with difficult de- . cess.
RACQl.IErDAU:.. TOURNAMENT ; l,,,,,,",,k. bc:g. into adv
Fdl 5
them, all three have their priorities
COED WAlLYBALL TOURNAMENT: I-night. 4 per teaIn
Frh
grees.
"1 study. a lot," Kampwerth said. straight, as well as their hearts ~t on
PK:KLEBALL TOURNAMENr: A & B d,;"laIOns
Fdl ].3
0' Gorman, senior, is seeking a "I try not to watch too much television achi~~ honors in botJ:l .a~dernia .
WElGII'TLI:Jr'l"Io CONTEST: mens. '"-'Orn~
NODe
VOuxY'BALL TOtIRNAME.Nr: I-night.. mens. 'w omen.s
_25
degree in Physics, after which he will .and an,)' free time I have, I try to and sports.
BADMINrOroI 'I"OURNAlItI:EN: m=. wornens A 15< B dtv.
M.r 25
probably work on a degree in Math- study."
HOC SOC (INDOOR. SOCCERl: ==. wornens. coo::I
Next Week In Sports
Mar 25
TABlE TENNIS TOU'RNAMEl'rI': l·week. beg.' Int. ad"
Apr 1
ematics. He is also a member of the
'Dorsey is a freshman who is leanSouthwest Baptist player loses eligibilPUN RUN: 1.5 & 3 mile cou..rnes. mens . womens
None
UM-Sl. Louis men's tennis program. ing heavily toward a degree in Chemi COED SOFIBAIL TOURNEY lit BBQ : fun & food for all
ity as result of 8 booster club members
.Apr 10
/.'
GOUr 'lU'lJRNAMEIOIT 18 & 9 hole. sl. chas. golf <nurse
None
He attributes his academic suc- istry, as a basis for work in the field of
co-signing on a car loan.
t TENNIS TOUR:NAM:F.NT: mens.
A & B division....-.:;
by Pete Dlcrlsplno
Current sports reporter
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as head coach, and a career record of
167-34, knows the UM-StLouis game
will not be a piece of cake.
"Coach Morse and her assistant,
Tammy Wilson, have done a terrific
job with that program ... I expect a
tough game," Pye said.
Putnam thinks the key to beating
the Jennies will be if everyone pitches
in with points, instead of relying on
Monica to have a big game.
"We need to have balanced scoring
.against CMS, like five or six players in
double figures," Pumam said.
Steinhoff, Putnam and Coach
Morse all agree the Riverwomen have
to be patient and take good shots in
order to win.
"We have to take care of the ball
and stay in control, especially if the
game is close," Steinhoff said.
Coach Morse knows thatcomeFeb.
8, her girls will be ready.
''This team realizes it's about time
to take over, they're on the verge of
becoming really good and playing real
well together as a team, and I think: they
realize that," Morse said. Come Feb.8,
the Riverwomen hope to end the Jennies' winning streak at 22 games and
start their own. It's about that time.
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appy Valentine's Day! ! !
r - ---- ------- - - -~~-- - ,

~

1

Specials. 1

!MlONIGHT5UN·~

I
1
I
I
112349 Olive....878-4912

Hours:

Mon.· Thur.: 8:00 am ·10:00

Creve Coeur
.4744 Pherson .. 361-4722 Central West End

1
1

pm"

Friday: 8:00 am • 9:00 pm
Saturday: 8:00 am ·6:00 pm
Sunday: 8:00 am • 4:00 pm

I
I

.

-

I

.J

~------ ~ ------- - -- . Wedding. Bachelor • Bachelorette Packages
Even Valentine's Day
~

For All Occasions

•

•

Happy Valentine s'Day

mttt i ()ut ],imou.sittt
Service with Style

"--"'~~

Can Someon e Spell 'Definite[y
I k n ow I c an!!

997·881 0
928·2545

.

~. ~ .dV

'Bryan
To my 'B.:J.

9-fappy o/aientine's 'Day
Love 5I{ways,

(je.orge.

c~>,:,'l'l

iP'L-if;; ~.~

,\r t (;))J/;J/;~
~_ ( ; ~'3j'(- :J-<
r

~~

Now Until February 14, take

~

Ul\l

100A, 0" All Red Merchandise
.

.

Yes, that's right, any thing red in the whole store:
ciothing,jewelry, backpacks, gifts, Valentine cards, EVERYTHING!!
(Except textbooks, of course.)

Hurry!
Only 4 Days Left!

